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the candidates for written examination for the post of Tracer against

Advt' No' 7l2}l5' Cat' No' 2
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IMFORTANT INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATIS
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ng session) to enable frisking by Security staff and to enable the Invigiiator to check

t card, obtain the Biometrics and get the attendance marked and thumb impression

tendancesheetandcompleteotherformalities.Noentryshallbeallowedafter9.30
morningsession)anaz.ooP.M(foreveningsession).Candidateshallnotbeallowed
he examination centre before the end of examination'

rrt of the examination and within first five minutes, candidates are advised to ensure

rages of your test booklet are properly printed and test booklet is not damaged ln any

and serial No. of OMR Sheet and test booklet match with each other' In case of any
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'the space for the Booklet code is left blank or more than one booklet code is indicated
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solelyresponsibleforalltheconsequencesarisingoutofanyerrororomissionin
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1O. The wri examination will be supervised by doing frisking before allowing entry into

E;ram tion Centre, using CCTV Cameras, Biometric Attendance process by capturing the

B:iometr thumb impression and Photograph of the candidates during Examination;

y and using Jammers etc. in the Examination Hall/Examination Centre to stop
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the en time of written examination alongwith all required documents i.e Admit Card of the

candi tes. pHC certificate of the candidate issued by medical board, two latest photographs

of wriite , Photo LD proof of writer, certificate of studying from School of the writer etc.

18. The instructions are already available on HSSC website i.e. www.hssc.gov'in The
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cy in the identification and verification of the candidate and photographs, the

shall not be allowed to sit in the examination and be liable for criminal prosecution.
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crossed by the invigilator with his/her signature and mentioning "Cancelled" on it'
ill be three coPies of OMR answer sheet i.e Original copy, Commission's copy

didate's copy. After the examination is over, the candidates shall handover the
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